EXPERIENCE
matters
Pacific Rim Sash & Door is a premier provider of exceptional
wood, glass, steel and bronze window and door solutions
for luxury residential estates and commercial structures
throughout the Pacific Northwest and the Hawaiian Islands.

www.pacificrimsashanddoor.com

Legendary Style
Timeless

Design

Art, like Architecture; when in the hands of the gifted artist, spans the centuries and brings
a sense of the timeless. With every effort and total respect for the design period of each
project, our staff of professionals work closely with the team employed by their clients to
bring “Art and Timelessness” into being on each and every premier residence we work on.
From classic European to Supra-Contemporary, Pacific Rim Sash & Door has the materials
and experience to help ensure a superior result – each and every time.

When Zen-like contemporary design calls for elemental materials with a clean
profile and longevity at its core, we draw from a well of manufacturers and our
excitement builds along with our clients; creating one of a kind residences that
stimulate and create energy from large glass openings and asymmetrical lines.

Stunning Elegance
Enticingly Unpretentious

S t a t e O f T h e A r t Tec h n o lo g y

Captivating Originality

Sometimes, the demand for spectacular and never before accomplished
shapes and functions call for everyone to think outside of normal parameters
and create something new. Making sense with and pacing together with
creative designers, architects and manufacturers; new boundaries are
imagined and then reached – realizing heretofore unknown methodologies
and construction paradigms.

“When we build, let us think that we build forever. Let it not be for present delight, nor for
present use alone. Let it be such work that our descendants will thank us for, and let us think,
as we lay stone on stone, that a time is to come that these stones will be held sacred because
our hands have touched them, and that men will say, as they look upon the labor and the
wrought substance of them, “See, this our father did for us.”
- John Ruskin, 19th century art critic
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Extraordinary solutions

Seamless execution
Meticulous attention to detail

